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Abstract. This article explores programme work with persons enlisted in correctional inspection (Probation services) lists. The article assesses the impact of social work by the correctional inspections (probation services) for offenders, the effectiveness of the implementation of social rehabilitation and social integration programmes, social rehabilitation and social integration programme content. The article shows that the lack of social integration and rehabilitation programme quality leads to inefficiency of social work with offenders, since these programmes are educational in nature, offenders aren’t motivated to change their anti-social behaviour, in order to achieve their life goals in lawful ways and means as well as the fact that these programmes are the same for all offenders, although the social needs of offenders are usually different. Advanced foreign experience in social work with offenders is separately disclosed, as well as international instruments related to the provision of alternatives to detention in programme work with offenders. The article also discusses the correction inspections (probation services) carrying out the programme work principles, their importance and the effectiveness of the implementation of alternatives to imprisonment. This article provides guidelines for rehabilitation and social integration of programme content, development of implementation, and the importance of community involvement in this process.
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Introduction

One of the strategic objectives of the Prison Department of the Ministry of Justice of the Republic of Lithuania (hereinafter—the Prisons Department) is to achieve effective social rehabilitation of offenders. In pursuing this objective, particular attention is paid to correctional inspections (probation services), supervision of new offenders and correctional measures, as well as the application of programme work with offenders. Programme work with persons who are enlisted at the Prison Department’s correctional inspections (hereinafter—correctional inspection) gradually becomes a priority. In this context, it is appropriate to examine the programme work with offenders and to evaluate the effectiveness of the implementation of work factors and proposals for improvements and conclusions.

The object of this article—programme work with persons who are enlisted at correctional inspections and the determinants of performance. The purpose of this article—the disclosure and evaluation of social rehabilitation and social integration programmes conducted by corrections inspections, rationality and efficiency, taking into account the provisions of international instruments, as well as advanced separate experience of foreign countries and to make findings and recommendations for programme work improvements. Logical, comparative and systematic analysis methods are applied in this article.

1. Social Rehabilitation and Integration Programmes Conducted by Correctional Inspections (Probation Service)

The Punishment Enforcement Code of the Republic of Lithuania (hereinafter—PEC) and Correctional Inspection Procedures determine that correction of inspections
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officers have to help employ inmates, to inform them of the labour exchange services, social benefits upon return from prison, to initiate meetings with potential employers and help manage documents, to encourage them to get a speciality or retrain, gain a higher education, provide necessary assistance to other offenders for employment, personal and social support. All of this is implemented by correctional inspections officers not only during individual work with offenders at the time, but also as part of the social integration programme of conditional release from prison on parole and released from the prison sentence before the term. This programme was carried out since May 2003 according to the Order by the Director of the Prisons Department. The objective of the programme is to help individuals, conditionally released from prison and on parole, to apply acquired knowledge of social guidance, moral and legal education, and to provide social (legal) knowledge that would help them integrate into society and meet their social needs of legitimate ways and means. Offenders participate in the programme voluntarily. During this programme they have the possibility to study legal documents which determine their position at the time of sentence, the possibility to get social support and authorities that provide social support in their home area.

For work with persons conditionally released from prison and released from prison punishment, individual work plans are compiled, according to the Prisons Department’s form and methodological recommendations on how to make it. An individual work plan is compiled considering the offender’s personality, personal or social support needs and other circumstances. The plan establishes individual labour forms and mechanisms, underlines the offender’s individual and social problems, provides possible solutions, and the measures necessary for re-socialization of conditionally released persons. If necessary, the individual work plan is reviewed. These plans are designed to help correctional inspection officers to develop offender’s skills, increase their confidence when most required. The plan provides for the following measures: duties of persons conditionally released from prison and released from prison punishment (how an offender is preparing to comply with their duties, how a correctional inspection officer will monitor their compliance with the duties, inspection intervals, for what incentive measures may the offender be designated), personal documents (how to help the offender manage personal and other documents), housing and social support (how the offender plans to address the issue of his residence, when and where he plans to apply for social assistance) and employment (how the offender looks for employment, when
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or over what period of time does he visit a company or organization for a job and so on), family and friends (what problems emerge with family members after return from prison, their solutions, visiting the offender’s place of residence, etc.) leisure (how an offender plans to spend his leisure time), non-governmental organizations in providing assistance to conditionally released persons (estimates offenders visit non-governmental organizations for help in solving social problems, etc.). For every measure in the plan, problems can be expected and their solutions found. Correctional inspection officers cannot apply their opinion to solutions to the offender’s problems. The convicted person shall be entitled to choose his own possible solution and only after individual decisions the officer can help select the best of them. This plan also defines all the expected problems and implementation of the measures, that is to say, visits of persons released on parole or conditionally released, for example, to employment services, companies, or institutions to deal with emerging problems. Such a plan is created by a correctional inspection officer together with the offender, taking into regard his personal qualities, intelligence, sex, age, education, living conditions, behaviour, offence type and conditions, conclusions made in the past, created plans, social needs, as well being introduced to the offender’s personal file, received from the prison. As can be seen, the work of correctional inspections with an individual released on parole and released from the prison sentence before their term is oriented towards provision of social support. In providing social support to these individuals, the correctional inspections implement one of their main functions, i.e. to help offenders integrate into the society.

With a goal towards realizing an optimal punishment, correctional inspections should maintain a close relationship with the sentencing and enforcement authorities, as is in many advanced foreign countries. In Lithuania the courts and the prisons can be considered as such institutions. To this day there is no connection between the penitentiary and correctional inspections, except that the correctional inspections officers participate in various legal and social education programmes taken at the correctional institutions. However, in reality, correctional inspections officers are acquainted with the offender only after the court rule on parole or conditional release before the time and reception of court documents. Information on the behaviour of the convicted persons in prison is formal, as correctional inspections officers do not communicate with the prisoners until application of conditional release. For example, in the United Kingdom, from the moment when the convicted person begins serving his prison sentence, the probation
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specialists begin working with him, representing an individual plan of correction and, depending on the circumstances, adjusting it. The United Kingdom in such ways aims to maintain the continuity of the offender’s integration into society as a continuous process.

Currently the Prisons Department approved three programs that are carried out by correctional inspection in the field of social rehabilitation of offenders. These are: 1) the social integration programme of persons conditionally released from prison on parole and released from the prison sentence before their term; 2) the social rehabilitation programme of individuals who have committed criminal acts through violence; and 3) social rehabilitation programme for persons who have committed criminal acts on ownership, property rights and property interests.

Each programme, as well as any work carried out, has its own objectives to be achieved by implementation of certain measures or performance of certain actions. The programme work also has objectives to be achieved by its implementation. The principal of all the carried programmes, (both in places of detention and correctional inspections), is determined in Article 41 of the Republic of Lithuania’s Criminal Code, which defines the purpose of punishment. The punishment is carried out in order to affect a person to comply with the law but not to commit new crimes. For the implementation of the mentioned purposes of punishment, targets in each programme have been determined. One of them is successful integration into society of persons who have committed criminal acts, by helping them understand the consequences of their transgression of the law (in this case, a crime or a criminal offence), urging them to take responsibility for their actions, learning socially acceptable life skills. This is reflected in each of the above-mentioned programmes approved by Director of Prisons Department. For example, persons who have committed criminal acts of violence, the social rehabilitation programme’s title alone indicates what its purpose is, precisely the social rehabilitation. This programme in the first paragraph indicates its aim, to help persons understand the consequences of the actions they committed, to strengthen the participating individuals by making them accountable for their actions and also shows that this programme is
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intended to help persons integrate into the society, as the strengthening of responsibility is one of the most important aspects of the re-socialization process of individuals.

It should be noted that, although the correctional inspection carries out the social rehabilitation work with persons under their jurisdiction, the efficiency of this raises reasonable doubt, because it is formalized, and the content analysis suggests that the offenders lack incentives to change delinquent and (or) anti-social behaviour, and to live according to acceptable community standards. All social integration and rehabilitation programmes are educational in nature, the programmes are conducted through lectures, discussions, and offenders are not motivated to participate; individual programmes themes sometimes overlap, for example, the content of the above-mentioned “Conditionally released from prison on parole and released from the prison sentence before the term social integration programme”12 actually echoes with “Individuals, which are to be released from imprisonment, legal and social education program,”13 and offenders usually have already completed all educational information in prison, so they are simply not interested in participation in these programmes and consider them useless. Therefore it can be stated that the inefficiency of the programme’s work decides the lack of quality of social integration and rehabilitation programmes carried out by the correctional inspections. Programmes should be specialized, focused on real life (cognitive) skills. The implementation of such programmes must be aimed at changing the offender’s behaviour in such a way that a person’s behavioural changes would not be short-lived. The content of social integration and rehabilitation programmes in Lithuania does not meet the advanced foreign probation services practices of, for example, Austria, where the social rehabilitation of released prisoners includes consulting, support, housing, family counselling, routine enforcement of constructive activities, advice on job opportunities and professional training. In Sweden, England and Wales, in addition to these forms of rehabilitation for the released prisoners, a wide range of rehabilitation programmes are created, such as for violence and anger control, domestic violence, racist attacks, sexual offences, offences against women, criminal acts committed under the influence of alcohol, drugs and so on.14 International law also emphasizes the importance of social rehabilitation of prisoners, for example the United Nations in 1990 adopted the Standard Minimum Rules for Non-Custodial Measures (the Tokyo Rules) which provides that offenders should be given psychological, social and material assistance, as well as the opportunity to strengthen relationships with the community and facilitate their integration into society, the use of various methods, such as individual work, group therapy, programmes by place of residence and special treatment of the various categories of offenders.15 European rules on community sanctions and measures
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recommend social work with persons sentenced to alternatives to imprisonment, during which special attention should be paid to social rehabilitation programmes for offenders, the potential impact on their basic skill development (such as basic literacy and numeracy, general problem solving, matters of personal and family relationships, antisocial behaviour), education or employment conditions, a possible tendency towards drugs and alcohol use and so on.\textsuperscript{16} It is also recommended to take advantage of recent research findings, and these programmes based on cognitive behavioural methods, that is to say, teaching offenders to think about involvement in a criminal action to increase their self-understanding and self-monitoring, recognizing and avoiding situations which take place before the crime, and advance preparation for possible antisocial behaviour (\textit{European rules on community sanctions and measures, Rules 21–23}).

It should be mentioned that institutions subordinate to the Prisons Department started two cognitive behavioural correction programmes—“One to One” and “Equip”\textsuperscript{17}, which should help solve the current problematic situation, but their effectiveness in the national context, or even more scientific evaluation, is too early, since the programmes started only in the year 2010. Altogether 246 offenders were involved in programmes “One to One” and “Equip” in 2010, and 143 offenders had already completed them. Currently the programme “One to One” (for adults only) is implemented by only 13 probation officers who have completed special training. The programme conducted 12 individual sessions with the offenders. It should be noted that implementation of the “One to One” programme requires a lot of time and human resources, and because the small number of posts in the Probation Service for its implementation is quite limited. In 2010 75 offenders participated in the programme “One to One”, while 34 (45.3\%) offenders fully completed the programme. Of all the offenders who participated in the programme “One to One”, as many as 28 offenders (37.3\%) ranged from 21 to 30 years of age, while the graduates of this programme were mostly people aged 21–30 years (11 prisoners, 32.3\%) and 31–40 years (11 prisoners, 32.3\%). In “One to One” two women participated and
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one woman graduated the programme. “Equip” is a cognitive behavioural programme designed to teach young people to think and behave responsibly. Its goal is to motivate and empower young people to help one another. It applies to minors and young people in correctional institutions and correctional inspections. This programme is carried out by 15 specially trained probation service (11) and prison (4) officers. Through 2010, 171 offenders enlisted in probation services standings, participated in the programme “Equip” and 109 (63.7%) offenders fully completed the programme.18

2. Principles of Programme Work with Offenders

It should be noted that each programme’s application is directly related to the objective needs of the offenders; such needs would enable a person after punishment, especially after imprisonment, to become a full-fledged member of society, able and willing to be self-sufficient and in legitimate ways to achieve life goals and solve problems. At present, we can distinguish three main principles of the programme work with offenders in Lithuania: 1. the individualisation principle; 2. the principle of the offender’s voluntarism; 3. the principle of public participation.

The individualisation principle is based on the idea that each programme is targeted towards certain individuals, for example, persons who have committed criminal acts using violence; social rehabilitation programmes designed for persons who are under jurisdiction of correctional inspections and committed criminal offences by use of violence or administrative violations. The principle of individualisation, in fact, can be carried out not only for a group of individuals, but also individually with each person separately. However, the poor quality of social rehabilitation programs carried out by the correctional inspections leads to this principle of inefficiency. Implemented programs must be aimed to change the behaviour of the offender in the way that a person’s behavioural changes would be sustainable. In addition, correctional inspections do not target work (programme work) with high-risk offenders and specific target groups (minors, perpetrators, persons guilty of sexual offences), whose main objectives are social rehabilitation and integration into society.

Social rehabilitation programmes for persons who have committed violent criminal acts in paragraph 13 provide that “persons enlisted in correctional inspections are involved in program sessions on a voluntary basis.” This principle of offender’s voluntarism in the programme works in such way that a person participating in the programmes may be included only for one’s own personal preferences. Individuals cannot be compelled to attend, participate in programmes through violence, that is to say, through the use of both psychological and physical pressure. This principle is clearly in conflict with foreign experience in this field, such as in various foreign countries (for example, in
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England, USA, France, Japan, Sweden, Germany, Canada, etc.) participating in social rehabilitation programmes are mandatory, and, therefore, can even change the legal situation of the convicted.\textsuperscript{19} This can be described as a condition for the application of alternatives to imprisonment. This suggests that the programmes should be mandatory for offenders enlisted in correctional inspections.

The process of social integration into society of persons conditionally released on parole and released from their prison sentence before the term, the principle of public participation, also involves some non-governmental organizations. A number of public organizations operate in Lithuania, whose principal activity is to work with convicted persons. The first of these is the Lithuanian Prisoner Aid Association, one of their aims being to help persons who returned from prison to begin a new life. The Lithuanian Prisoner Aid Association promotes the need of the society to help former prisoners, submit to the parliament or other public authorities and institutions a variety of projects of legal instruments that protect the human rights of individuals subjects to the criminal punishment and the like. Lithuanian Prisoner Aid Association support, unfortunately, is more moral than material. Meanwhile, the Rehabilitation Centre of the Prisoner Aid Association has been providing “real” help for persons returning from prison. The centre begins work every day at 9 a.m. discussing current plans, after that the centre’s clients work for 2-3 hours in supporting the centre for which they receive remuneration: food, transport tickets, personal hygiene items, necessary medications. The centre organizes individual interviews for clients to discuss personal problems, as well as group meetings, which help shape understanding based on team spirit. The organization of care of conditionally released persons is directed exclusively towards individuals released from prison on parole. Volunteers of the organization (Vilnius University, psychology and social work students and law students) begin to prepare inmates for life outside prison in a social and psychological sense while yet in correctional institutions. After these inmates are released, the work continues in helping to manage documents, find accommodation, work, promoting pro-social behaviour, as well as practical help in overcoming psychological problems. However, there are only a few organizations that are quite active in social integration of offenders. Other community organizations and society itself are slowly becoming involved in this process, because the public is not sufficiently informed about the convict correctional system, mechanisms and processes. This problem is typical for all criminal justice and the punishment enforcement system in particular. The more the public knows about punishment enforcement, the lives of prisoners and what they think, the more adequate public provisions would be on the punishment enforcement contribution in the field of crime prevention, which in turn will expect greater public acceptance and support.

One of the objectives of Tokyo Rules is to encourage greater public participation in the criminal justice process, in particular in determining the treatment of offenders, in addition, to encourage offenders to have a sense of responsibility to society; rule 17.1 provides that the public should be encouraged to participate. The public participation

\footnote{Mackevičius, T., \textit{supra} note 6.}
process in the correction of offenders is encouraged also by the recommendation of the Council of Europe. In the European rules on community sanctions and measures, the rule 45 states that the work of the authorities responsible for the implementation of community sanctions and measures shall be supplemented by using all appropriate resources existing in the community in order to make available to these authorities suitable ways of meeting the needs of offenders and upholding their rights. To this latter end, maximum use shall also be made of participation by organisations and individuals drawn from the community.\textsuperscript{20} In paragraph 2 of article 8 of PEC there is the principle of penal law that “in the correctional process, offenders \textit{can take part} in community-based organizations, religious communities and their members, and other natural and legal persons.” Construction of “can take part,” as has been mentioned in the rule, expresses grammatical structure, which does not have a predisposing effect (can take part and cannot), while the Tokyo Rules highlights the public, community organizations and volunteer \textit{promotion} importance. It can be promoted in various ways: through media, organized educational campaigns and formation of public opinion on programme funding from the state budget, and so on. From this it follows that the Lithuanian legislator looks rather indifferently at the public’s participation in the process of offender correction and integration. Non-governmental organizations are also mentioned in the methodological guidelines on creating an individual work plan with the offender, stating that the offender’s interaction with non-governmental organizations should be expected in an individual work plan.\textsuperscript{21}

However, all analysed legislation only emphasizes the offender and non-governmental organization ratio, and positive societal attitudes and the formation of wider public (especially volunteer) involvement is not mentioned, except for the fact that in 2007 the Prisons Department approved by the voluntary labour expenses.\textsuperscript{22} However, this legislation is practically null, since Lithuanian society is not encouraged to participate in the correctional and integration of offenders process. One of the main reasons underlying this situation is that public opinion in Lithuania about ex-offenders is too negative and it is difficult to include civil society organizations and volunteers in probation enforcement. Therefore, efforts should be made in attempt to change this situation, through active legal education of the population and through public awareness programmes. In order to increase the involvement of NGOs, voluntary engagement, the powers of these organizations in probation must be determined. Therefore, it reaffirms the need to create the mechanism of implication of society and volunteers in the offender re-
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socialization process. In addition, it would be in line with the Tokyo Rules, Section VII, “Volunteers and other community opportunities” 17.1-19.3 Rules of recommendations, as well European Rules on Community Sanctions and Measures Rules, in Chapter VII on community involvement and participation of the 44 to 54 rules recommendations.

Conclusions

1. It is suggested that in order to improve social integration and rehabilitation programme quality, as carried out by the correctional inspections (probation services), the offender behaviour must be changed, so that the person behavioural changes are sustainable. These programmes should not be educational in nature, and should teach offenders to think about involvement in a criminal action, to increase their self-understanding and self-monitoring, recognizing and avoiding situations that take place before the crime, and preparation in advance for potential antisocial behaviour. Also, special attention should be paid to the social rehabilitation programmes for offenders, the potential impact on basic skills, education or employment conditions, a possible tendency towards drugs, alcohol abuse and so on.

2. Offender participation in the social integration and rehabilitation programmes should not be based on a voluntary basis, but as a condition for the application of alternatives to imprisonment and, in view of the fact, could change the legal situation of the convicted.

3. The promotion of community involvement and volunteer participation in offender social integration and rehabilitation programmes is suggested because it has a high potential, one of the most important factors being the strengthening of ties between offenders assigned to non-custodial measures and their families and communities.
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